
Ngalan (“name” in Cebuano, the Philippines) _________________________ 

DNA Replication “Riddle me this…” (check the answer key when you’re finished) 

Directions: Use the word bank below to correctly identify the enzymes used in DNA replication. 

Terms to use: exonucleases, topioisomerase, DNA helicase, nucleoside triphosphates, leading strand, 

DNA ligase, lagging strand, DNA polymerase III, RNA primase, single-stranded binding proteins, 

SSBP, DNA polymerase I 

1. We are “the builders” of the new DNA strands.  I, __________________________________, 

add nucleoside triphosphates both the leading and lagging strand with direction from RNA primases 

“flags” and my cousin, ________________________________, replaces the “flags” with 

nucleotides as well as corrects any errors in the new strands. 

2. We, ______________  _______________  _____________  _____________, are “the 

straighteners” that keep the DNA molecules strands separated during replication.  Our job is to keep 

the magnet like attractions, called _____________________________, from re-forming so the 

replication enzymes can to their work.  Our initials are __________. 

3. I am “the untwister”.  As the DNA strands are separated and the bubble moves, the uncopied DNA 

portion becomes highly tensioned, my job is to cut DNA, untwist it to release the tension, then glue it 

back together.  I am ___________________________. 

4. One of my names is “the stitcher” because I glue lagging strand fragments, called 

___________________ fragments, together into one continuous strand.  I am _____________ 

5. I am “the flag-man”!  I put down a small series of RNA flags so “the builders” know where to start 

building the new DNA strand.  Without me, “the builders” wouldn’t know where to start building.  I 

am _________________________ and the small series of flags I lay down are called 

__________________. 



6. There are millions of us floating around in the nucleus.  We come with our own energy!!  “The 

builders” snatch us up out of the nuclear fluid and using our energy, add us to the growing new strand 

of DNA they’re building.  We are made up of one ____________________________ sugar, 

three ____________________________, and one ______________________________. 

7. We are a group called “the 

erasers”.  We “erase” any mistakes 

in the new DNA strand created by 

“the builders” so that all the 

information is correct.  We are 

amazing proof-readers and are part 

of “the builders” work crew.  We are 

________________________.   

See our work to the right!! 

 

8. I am built continuously and need only one crew of “the builders” to copy my side of DNA. People 

know me as the ________________________________.  It’s smooth sailing on my side! 

9. I am built discontinuously in a “choppy” way using small sections and need a larger building crew 

than the other side does.  I am the _________________________ and love to play leapfrog!! 


